Robins K-8 Mission

Working together as a K-8 community, Robins is dedicated to fostering a learning environment where teachers, students and parents are responsible for participating in and contributing to a challenging and engaging atmosphere. We work together to support students at their individual levels and encourage students to have high expectations as measured by state and district standards.

Vision

Robins K-8 is a warm and nurturing community that promotes safety for all, respect for others, and responsibility for self.

As students enter Robins K-8, they will strive to be academically competitive. They will receive the highest education that we can provide, that will follow them as they exit our school.

In collaboration with staff and parents, students are challenged to have high expectations and are given the necessary tools for academic success. This will allow them to thrive successfully in all academic areas for the 21st century. These students will leave our school prepared to excel at any high school of their choice.

With the tools given, our students will be creative, curious, diverse critical thinkers who contribute to our community.

All students are active learners who recognize the importance of effort, and are responsible for their learning.

We are a Professional Learning Community that is prepared and motivated to foster student achievement.

RK8 Staff Collective Commitments

1. We will hold high expectations for student achievement and character, and will guide students to make responsible choices for their lives and the learning process.

2. We will evaluate and use various resources effectively to develop curriculum and instructional strategies which will provide differentiation and promote active engagement of all students.

3. We will model for our students:
   • Collaboration
   • Respect
   • Engagement
   Through a system of support that fosters accountability.

4. We will become actively involved in the life of the school by:
   • Attending school programs.
   • Participating in additional school activities that help promote our culture and climate.
   • Support student extracurricular activities.